Ju n e 2022

Internal Audit At The Frontier Of Transformation

We are excited to present the sectoral in-person Financial Sector Internal Audit (FSIA) Conference on 14 July 2022,
with the theme “Internal Audit at the Frontier of Transformation”. As the financial sector continues to transform and
becomes more complex, the FSIA Conference is the event for internal auditors to expand your skill sets, acquire new
knowledge and leading practices and grow your network so as to navigate the tumultuous business landscape
confronting the organisations. We have an illustrious panel of practitioners and thought leaders from a diverse range
of specialties who bring vast knowledge to share on topics ranging from cryptocurrencies to digital banking to
financial crimes. Don’t miss out and register for the conference here.
Organisations faced increased exposure to cyber, social engineering, and phishing attacks in the past two years. Our
latest webinar, “Fraud and the Pandemic – Internal Audit Stepping Up to the Challenge” on 21 July 2022 will have
speakers from Kroll to discuss key findings from the joint research report by the Internal Audit Foundation and Kroll
on how the role of internal audit in fraud risk management has evolved since the start of the pandemic. Relating to
this, we offer Lie Detection Skills for Internal Auditors and Managing Ethical Dilemmas Involving Financial
Irregularities for members to develop their soft skills to add value to their audit work. For core technical skills, IIA
Academy has various training programmes to help you to stay ahead of the curve by learning and acquiring new
knowledge and skill sets in emerging areas, including data analytics.
Back by popular demand, the highly successful “Building a Successful Career in Internal Audit” panel discussion
organised by IIA Singapore Young Professionals Working Group (YPWG) is back with its 2nd edition. Hear more
anecdotes and real-life accounts from the same four internal audit leaders and experience a deeper understanding of
what their passion is about. Join us on 30 June 2022 to ask questions and get new career advice here. If you are
interested to contribute to the internal audit profession and be part of the YPWG who plays an important role in
recommending strategies and approaches to better engage with other young internal auditors, write to us at
secretariat@iia.org.sg.
Internal audit plays a critical role in tackling geopolitical risks and challenges. IIA Global has curated resources to
support members in critical areas: supply chain, fraud, cybersecurity and more. Members can access the latest crisis
resource centre for the relevant resources to address today's crises.
IIA Singapore is committed to be your professional development partner in helping you to be future-ready through
continuous professional education. Our resources, including training, conferences, technical guidance, and
networking opportunities are readily available to meet your lifelong learning needs. As the annual membership
renewal date of 30 June 2022 approaches, we ask for your continued support by renewing your membership here. I
look forward to seeing you online or in-person at our events and conferences.
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